Introduction
• The general linear model has the form (Mardia et al., 1979 , eq. 6.1.1)
where Y(scans×voxels) is the image data, X(scans×design variables) is the "design matrix" and B(design variables × voxels) contains parameters to be estimated and tested. The residuals U are usually assumed Gaussian.
• Encapsulates many statistical models: t-test (paired, un-paired), Ftest, ANOVA (one-way, two-way, main effect, factorial), MANOVA, ANCOVA, MANCOVA, simple regression, linear regression, multiple regression, multivariate regression, . . . 
where y is the dependent variable (usually measured), x is the independent variable (design variable) and b is the parameter (regression coefficient).
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Categorical variables
Categorical variable can be coded in two different ways:
"Sigma-restricted", where two groups (e.g., male and female) are coded in one design variables
that leads to a design matrix with full rank.
"Overparameterized", where two groups are coded in two design variables
that leads to a design matrix of degenerate rank.
The overparameterized version is often preferred due to better "ordnung".
(www.statsoftinc.com)
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Multiple regression
With several dependent variables
where x (1) and x (2) are column vectors. In matrix form with X =
General Linear Model
Simple regression with intercept
In simple regression a parameter is usually added to model the the intercept (µ = b 2 ) is included
and changed to matrix form with
This is an instance of the multiple regression model. 1) Model with categorical and continuous design variables.
2) Conditions + Nuisances (covariates, e.g., age)
An instance of multiple regression.
Why ANCOVA? Because the variance induced by the covariates might make the test less powerful! t-statistics for the example: ANCOVA is especially important with bias in the independent variable, e.g., in an uncontrolled study.
t-test statistics for the example t ordinary = −2.1 (10)
Thus it is able "to correct for bias" (Armitage and Berry, 1994 , p. 301+) and remove, e.g., an ageeffect.
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Interactions
With "linear" interactions (aka moderator effects)
where is an elementwise multiplication: x (3) = x (1) x (2) .
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Nonlinear effects
The are many ways (a infinite number) in which the nonlinearity can be modeled.
One of the simplest ways is by elementwise squaring of the dependent variable so the second column in the design matrix becomes
There is no canonical nonlinearity: Squaring is just one way.
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Paired t-test Paired t-test example 
Context:
Two subject groups (Tourette and controls) and the subjects have different age. The measured variable ("altanserin DV3") is dependent on age (Adams et al., 2004) .
Should ANCOVA or paired t-test be chosen as the analysis? Paired t-test: Subjects are paired with respect to age.
ANCOVA: Subjects are not paired and the age confound is modeled by adding one row to the design matrix ANCOVA t-test: Four design variables (subject group 1, subject group 2, age, intercept), 40 samples.
(Here) ANCOVA is "better" than paired t-test. If you are allow to choose between the two analyses!
Estimation
The "normal equation" to estimate the parameters B
or with the pseudo-inverse † (pinv in Matlab)
The pseudo-inverse will also work for design matrices of degenerate rank.
The "'fitted' error matrix" (Mardia) 
The residual sum of squares and products (SSP) matrixÛ TÛ is a (voxels× voxels)-matrix. In a mass-univariate test only the diagonal is used "Extra sum-of-squares" (ESS in SPM, "extra" variance not explained by the design variables)
"General Linear Hypothesis"
Most general form (Mardia et al., 1979, sec. 6 .3)
Usually only a "null" (D = 0) hypothesis is tested and with
Univariate hypothesis with an F -test
A univariate t-test with c as a row vector
Mass-univariate t-test
Example contrasts F -contrast for ANOVA with 3 groups encoded in an overparametrized design matrix (cf. SPM2 spm conman.m)
t-contrast with 2 groups, one covariate and one grand mean
Testable contrasts
For design matrices of degenerate rank not all contrasts are valid: The contrast matrix C should be testable (Mardia et al., 1979, sec. 6 .4).
C should be in the subspace of X:
In practice it should be numerically zero.
With rank(X)-truncated singular value decomposition of X X = ULV T + E,
the projection can be computed from the eigenvectors V X † X = VV T . 
